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SePTeMBer 2014

ceLeBrATING oUr BroKerS EDITION

Clients with insurance 
brokers complain less - report

NEW INFORMATION 
BROCHURE REVEALED

FREE WEBSITES
Did you say Free? Yes we did. Not to be missed!
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* Please refer to policy wording for full terms and conditions on all products

YoU DeMAND
We DeLIver

By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

SAU dedicates this issue of the Uncovered to 
you, our brokers. You are the heart and soul of 
the industry and we value your commitment.

remaining dedicated to accepting business 
exclusively through brokers, brings to question 
what we can do to differentiate ourselves from 
other insurance houses?

We appreciate that client care is not limited to 
signing up a policy, but is an experience that 
should foster lasting relationships. For this 
reason we have revitalised and refocused our 
client care department to enhance the entire 
customer experience, redefining processes 
and deploying staff to where they can truly 
add value. We are dedicated to creating a 
seamless experience and identifying key areas 
and touchpoints, making any interactions with 
us truly memorable.

June saw the launch of our new ad coaxing 
our brokers to “Demand More” from their 
insurance underwriters. Feedback has 
indicated that it was time to revitalise our 
brand and aid our brokers on the marketing 
front. We hope you will enjoy our new 
promotional material available for download 
in this issue.

our last Uncovered revealed that we were 
developing a Free broker website programme 
to pre-empt the future of change and to help 
our brokers create a lasting digital footprint.   
We are proud to announce our long-awaited 
Free website templates are now available to 
all our SAU Brokers.

As our valued partner, we are always 
trying to improve the service we 
deliver. one of the most effective 
ways we have of identifying 
improvements is by listening to 
your views and opinions. Please 
feel free to chat to us about how 
we can make things transpire.

shifting perception | driving ideas

Free design template

Free first time setup

1 Year Free domain name

Free web analytics setup

1 Free update every year

Free email setup support for 3 users

Free search engine registration

Free online chat system setup

Free online quoting system (SAU, Santam Multiplex, A&G & Unity rates)

For more information mail us @ info@systemsdirect.co.za
www.systemsdirect.co.za

Terms and conditions apply

RESPONSIVE    MODERN    FREERESPONSIVE    MODERN    FREE*

BROKER WEBSITES

competitive edge

Don’t get left out of the search

enhances professional appeal

enhance customer convenience with an online quoting engine available anywhere anytime.

communication tool

create a digital footprint

Market your business while you sleep

More affordable 

than traditional advertising

A website address is easier to 

remember than a phone number

Did you know that Internet users in South Africa for year-end 2012 was estimated at 
8,5 million(and growing) according to South African leading technology research 

organisation - Wide World Worx.

These are some of the many benefits of having a website:

WHY DO I NEED A WEBSITE?

FREEBiE

Click here 

for more 

information

Broker Marketing Material Downloads

Download All

Download Information Brochure

Download Family Protect Flyer

Download Legal Protect Flyer

Download Write off Protect Flyer

Download Write-off Booster Flyer

Download road cover Flyer

Download Top Up cover Flyer

Download Personal Accident cover Flyer

Download Tyre Protect Flyer

Download excess reducer Flyer

Download car Hire Flyer

Download Battery Protect Flyer

DRop us a mail @

clientcare@saunderwriters.com

You demand and we deliver

http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/InfoBrochure.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/Family.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/Legal.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/WriteOff.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/Booster.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/RoadCover.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/PersonalAccident.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/Tyre.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/ExcessReducer.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/CarHire.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/TopUp.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/Battery.pdf
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/SAUDownloads.zip
http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/FreeWebsite.pdf
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News

eARTHQUAKe FACTs

News

Fixed Excess option allows 
clients the freedom to 
choose the excess they are 
comfortable with.

Download Product Flyer Here

News

JOHANNESBURG – Clients 
of intermediated insurance 
companies submitted 30% fewer 
complaints to the Ombudsman 
for Short-term Insurance (OSTI) in 
2013 than those of direct insurers.

Intermediated insurance companies sell their 
products primarily through insurance brokers 
and independent financial advisors (IFA), 
whereas direct insurers sell directly to clients 
via telephone or online.

The former have faced a serious onslaught 
from the latter in the last decade (think 
Outsurance’s ‘cutting out the middleman’ 
campaign), with direct players claiming to 
be cheaper and more cheerful than their 
traditional counterparts.

However, the OSTI’s 2013 report shows that 
clients who insure through brokers may 
ultimately have a better claims experience.

“This speaks to the value of the advice that 
financial advisors give in sourcing the correct 
insurance cover for a client, as well as their 
role in mediating a resolution between a 
consumer and insurer when the need arises,” 
commented Edite Texeira-Mckinon, the 
deputy ombudsman for short-term insurance.

Texeira-Mckinon was speaking to financial 
advisors at a summit hosted by Discovery 
Insure on Tuesday. She said that the OSTI’s 
complaints reflected the importance of 
quality advice not only in sourcing cover for 
consumers but also throughout the entire life 
of the policy.

“Many consumers don’t understand what 
they are purchasing when they take out 
insurance cover and consumer education is 

often the role of financial advisors, who are 
able to manage the expectations of clients,” 
she said. “Be aware of rising consumer 
awareness of their rights and the bigger role 
the advisor plays in the insurance industry 
and the insurance experience for consumers.”

Although the volume of complaints to the 
OSTI increased by 19% in 2013, the overturn 
ratio (where the office finds in favour of the 
consumer) remained constant.

More regulation for direct insurers
In the past, many people became insurance 
brokers when they couldn’t cut it at anything 
else, since the barriers to entry were low and 
there was very little regulation of brokers.

Now anyone who provides financial advice 
must complete certain regulatory exams and 
attain a minimum level of professionalisation 
under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services (FAIS) Act.

“Professionalisation of the industry came 
about because of regulation,” said Caroline da 
Silva, deputy executive officer for FAIS at the 
Financial Services Board (FSB).

However, with the introduction of FAIS, much 
of the industry structured itself in such a way 
that it didn’t have to give advice, but only 
factual information about products (enter the 
call-centre agent).

“In order to level that playing field, we are 
going to pass a law that says that anybody 
selling to a customer will fall under the ambit 
of FAIS and will have to treat clients with the 
same professionalism as someone giving 
advice,” Da Silva told advisors.

She noted that the FSB was discussing capping 
binder fees, which are paid to third parties 
such as brokers who write business on behalf 

of insurance companies, since these fees were 
so widely divergent in the industry. “This will 
be forthcoming in the Retail Distribution 
Review (RDR), which will also address upfront 
commissions on insurance policies in terms 
of what portion can be paid upfront and how 
much should be paid over the lifetime of the 
policy,” Da Silva said.

Under Twin Peaks, the FSB will become known 
as the Market Conduct Regulator (MCR) and 
will regulate the entire financial services 
sector, including banks and credit providers. 
Da Silva said that under the MCR, regulation 
would be simplified across the sector and 
Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) would be an 
intrinsic principle of all future regulation.

http://www.moneyweb.co.za/moneyweb-financial/clients-with-insurance-brokers-complain-less--repo

clients with 
insurance brokers 
complain less – report

The largest recorded earthquake in the world was a 
magnitude 9.5 (Mw) in Chile on May 22, 1960.

Moonquakes (“earthquakes” on the moon) do occur, 
but they happen less frequently and have smaller 
magnitudes than earthquakes on the Earth. It appears 
they are related to the tidal stresses associated with 
the varying distance between the Earth and Moon. 
They also occur at great depth, about halfway 
between the surface and the center of the moon.

It is estimated that there are 500,000 detectable 
earthquakes in the world each year. 100,000 of those 
can be felt, and 100 of them cause damage.

A seiche is what happens in swimming pools during and 
after an earthquake. It is “an internal wave oscillating in 
a body of water” caused by the ground shaking in an 
earthquake. It may continue for a few moments or hours, 
long after the generating force is gone.

Alaska is the most earthquake-prone state and one of 
the most seismically active regions in the world. Alaska 
experiences a magnitude 7 earthquake almost every 
year, and a magnitude 8 or greater earthquake on 
average every 14 years.

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/facts.php

http://www.santam.co.za/newsletter/risk-management-through-shared-action/
http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/SA-quake-5-key-facts-20140805

RISK MANAGEMENT THROUGH SHARED ACTION

The 5.5 magnitude earthquake which hit large parts of the 
country earlier this month was a real eye-opener for those of us 
who are in the business of advocating better risk management. 

In the immediate of the earthquake event insurers will want to have a better understanding 
of the risk environment if we are to respond to it adequately. The need to prepare effectively 
for any eventuality, including large-scale disasters is essential and I believe the short-term 
insurance industry has an absolutely critical role to play in this respect.

The World Bank’s World Development Report (2014) reports that adequate risk management 
requires shared action and responsibility: from households to the international community. It 
is at this important juncture that the short-term insurance industry must demonstrate its role 
in society. At Santam, we continue to this by educating our policyholders and South Africans 
in general about the risks they face through weather alerts as well as providing them with 
general business and home advice. We also reward safer behaviour and pay out more money 
in claims than any other insurer. This is what makes us who we are and sets the bar for how 
we intend to deliver on our promises in the future.

You will have seen that we’ve just released our interim results and I am exceptionally pleased 
to report the improvement in our underwriting results for the six months to 30 June 2014. 
In the period under review, Santam reported a net underwriting result of 7,4% which was 
influenced by a turnaround in the crop insurance business as well as corrective actions and 
segmented premium increases which was implemented from the first quarter of 2013.
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http://email.saunderwriters.com/2014/downloads/FixedExcess.pdf


Quick Contacts
Main Board:   011 777 7200
Broker queries:  011 777 8352
Underwriting: 011 777 7217
New broker email: newbrokers@saunderwriters.com
Email: info@saunderwrtiers.com
(We are available Monday – Friday from 8:00 to 18:30 and 
Saturday’s from 8:00 to 13:00)

CLIENT CARE:

082 16911
CLAIMS:

011 777 7216
MARKETING:

011 777 7295

roadside 
assist

www.saunderwriters.com  |  www.sauonline.co.za
SA Underwriting Agencies is an authorised financial services provider | FSP No: 281

Newton’s Law Rewritten
For every action, there is an equal opposite reaction, plus a social media overreaction.

Respect your parents
They passed school without Google. 

I want to make my name on Facebook “Nobody”
So that when somebody posts something immature, I can like it and it will say “Nobody 
liked this”.

Mom’s say...
Would it kill you to update your 
Twitter status if you’re going to stay 
out so late?

Thanks to auto-correct, my kids are 
anxiously awaiting a visit from Satan 
this year.

Image Results

Social media, the web & the funny


